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Abstract

This paper sets up a model for the valuation of traditional participating life insurance policies. These claims are
characterized by their explicit interest rate guarantees and by various embedded option elements, such as bonus
and surrender options. Owing to the structure of these contracts, the theory of contingent claims pricing is a
particularly well-suited framework for the analysis of their valuation.

The eventual benefits (or pay-offs) from the contracts considered crucially depend on the history of returns
on the insurance company’s assets during the contract period. This path-dependence prohibits the derivation of
closed-form valuation formulas but we demonstrate that the dimensionality of the problem can be reduced to allow
for the development and implementation of a finite difference algorithm for fast and accurate numerical evaluation
of the contracts. We also demonstrate how the fundamental financial model can be extended to allow for mortality
risk and we provide a wide range of numerical pricing results.

Key words: participating life insurance policies, embedded options, contingent claim valuation, numerical
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1. Introduction

Life insurance contracts and pension plans are complex financial securities that come in
many variations. For example, contracts which offer a guaranteed return each year until
maturity are common throughout the EU, the United States, as well as in Japan. The em-
bedded interest rate guarantee is reminiscent of a financial option, but it is typically not
the only option element that is revealed in a careful study of the details of traditional life
insurance products. The typical contract also entails a more or less specified claim to a
fraction of any excess return (surplus) generated by the investments—i.e. a bonus option. In
addition to this, the contracts are sometimes equipped with a right to terminate the contract
prior to maturity. When this applies the contract is said to contain a surrender option as
well.
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The presence of one or more option elements in life insurance and pension products
presents a significant challenge to analysts interested in the valuation and optimal manage-
ment of these products. However, it is not the options alone that complicate matters. The
way in which returns on assets are calculated, reported, and distributed to policyholders
by the issuing company needs to be carefully considered when evaluating these products.
In particular, the well-established practice of smoothing returns through time and that of
using book values on the liability side of the balance sheet induce severe path-dependencies
into the contract benefits. Such contract characteristics have not been explicitly considered
in previous, related literature. For example, a large body of literature exists on the valu-
ation of options embedded in unit-linked (equity-linked) life insurance products [see e.g.
Brennan and Schwartz, 1976; Boyle and Schwartz, 1977; Brennan and Schwartz, 1979;
Nielsen and Sandmann, 1995; Ekern and Persson, 1996; and Grosen and Jørgensen, 1997].
In unit-linked life insurance the contract benefit is typically linked directly to the market
value of a reference portfolio—the unit—and the embedded guarantee is almost always a
maturity guarantee with some specified absolute amount guaranteed to be paid at maturity.
Defined in this way, unit-linked life insurance contracts can usually be priced by some
adapted version of Black-Scholes option pricing formula [Black and Scholes, 1973].

The situation is fundamentally different when contracts are participating1 (as opposed to
unit-linked) and the embedded options take the form of annual rate of return guarantees and
possibly also American-style sell-back (surrender) features. Here matters are considerably
more involved.

The present paper presents a model in which the above-mentioned contract complexities
are explicitly dealt with using a fruitful marriage of the financial theory of contingent
claims analysis and the actuarial theory of mortality risk management. We take a model
developed in Grosen and Jørgensen [2000] as our point of departure. This model deals with
the pure financial element2 of the contracts considered by assuming that expiration dates are
known with certainty. In our introductory analysis of this model the earlier mentioned path-
dependencies are carefully described and it will become clear that due to their presence,
closed formulas for the contract values are unattainable. In fact, calculating the contract
values by the use of numerical methods will also seem problematic at first glance, but a
key observation which reduces the dimensionality of the problem allows us to close an
unresolved problem from the Grosen and Jørgensen [2000] paper, i.e. the construction of a
unifying numerical procedure that can be efficiently and accurately applied to the valuation
problem at hand. The development and application of this numerical algorithm is the core
contribution of the present paper. As a minor additional contribution, the present paper
extends and adds realism to the Grosen-Jørgensen model by incorporating mortality risk
into the analysis.

The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the financial aspects of the
contracts and the dynamic model in full detail. In Section 3, different variants of the contracts
are discussed and the financial valuation approach is introduced. The numerical valuation
framework and the associated finite difference algorithm are described in Section 4. Section 5
presents and discusses results from a wide range of numerical experiments assuming a fixed
expiration date. We generalize the model to allow for mortality risk in Section 6 and further
numerical results are provided. Finally, Section 7 concludes.
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2. The contract and the dynamic model

In this section we describe the financial characteristics of the contract which is arranged
between the insurance or pension company and the investor.

A contract of nominal value P0 is issued by the company at time zero. The contract is
immediately acquired by an investor for a single premium of V0. Deferring until Section 6
the problem of mortality we assume that there are no further payments from or to the
contract prior to expiration at time T where the contract is settled by a single payment from
the company to the investor. In general we shall treat P0 as exogenously given whereas V0 is
to be determined by our model. V0 will also be referred to as the fair value of the contract.

The contract is a contingent claim and we will determine its value process using methods
from the well-developed theory of contingent claims valuation, see for example Duffie
[1996]. The benefit from the contract at the maturity date is denoted P(T ) and we shall
generally refer to {P(t)}0≤t≤T as the account balance process of the contract.

The evolution of P(·) between successive time points in the set ϒ ≡ {1, 2, . . . , T } is de-
termined by the discretely compounded policy interest rate process, {rP(t)}t∈ϒ . Specifically,
we have

P(t) = (1 + rP(t)) · P(t − 1), t ∈ ϒ, (1)

which implies

P(t) = P0 ·
t∏

i=1

(1 + rP(i)), t ∈ ϒ. (2)

Time is measured in years, P(·) is updated annually, and the rP(·)s are annualized rates
as in real life contracts. Now, the way in which rP(·) is determined is of course of vital
importance. The modeling of this interest rate crediting mechanism takes the following
simplified time t balance sheet as its point of departure:

Exhibit 1

Assets Liabilities

A(t) P(t)

B(t)

∑ = A(t)
∑ = A(t)

This balance sheet is not the company balance sheet but rather a snap-shot of the asset and
liability situation in relation to a given contract.

We use the notation A(t) to denote the market value of the asset base backing the contract.
Since pension and life insurance companies typically invest largely in highly liquid assets
such as bonds and stocks for which market prices are easily observable, we can safely
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assume that A is traded.3 The policy account balance, P(t), which was introduced above, is
a book value. Alternatively, we can think of P(t) as the funds set aside to cover the contract
liability—a distributed reserve. B(t) denotes the undistributed reserve or simply the buffer.
Briefly, the point in keeping an entry such as B(t) is to partly protect the policy reserve,
P(t), (and thus in some sense company solvency) from unfavorable fluctuations in the asset
base.

Before we can explain how the policy interest rate is set, we must model the dynamics
of the asset side. For this purpose we specify the following stochastic differential equation
for the evolution of the market value of the tradable asset base through time

dA(t) = µA(t) dt + σ A(t) dW(t), A(0) = A0. (3)

Here, µ, σ , and A0 are positive constants and W (t) is a standard Brownian motion defined
on the filtered probability space (	, �, P) on the finite time interval [0, T ]. The asset base
thus evolves through time according to the familiar geometric Brownian motion (GBM).

For the remaining part of the paper it will be convenient to work under the risk-neutral
probability measure, Q, the existence of which is equivalent to the absence of arbitrage
opportunities, cf. Harrison and Kreps [1979]. The distinguishing feature of Q is that under
this measure all prices discounted by the continuously compounded risk free rate of interest,
r , will be Q-martingales. In particular we have

dA(t) = rA(t) dt + σ A(t) dW Q(t), A(0) = A0, (4)

where W Q(t) denotes a standard Brownian motion under Q. This stochastic process is the
sole generator of uncertainty in this model.

Turning to the liability side of the balance sheet, the interest rate crediting mechanism is
modeled by specifying the policy interest rate as follows

rP(t) = max

{
rG, α

(
B(t − 1)

P(t − 1)
− γ

)}
, (5)

where rG, α, and γ are positive constants to be introduced shortly.4 Note first that rP(·) is a
discretely updated process and that rP(t) is fixed for the year beginning at time t − 1. This
construction is again motivated by the way in which real life contracts are set up. Further,
it should be realized that (5) is a rule for the dynamic distribution of funds to the investor’s
account. An obvious consequence of (5) is that the investor is always guaranteed a policy
interest rate of at least rG . Hence, rG is the guaranteed interest rate of the contract. Since
rG is assumed to be positive, P(t) will be a strictly increasing process. This again implies
that the buffer, B(t), may in fact become (temporarily) negative—a situation that can be
interpreted as insolvency with respect to the individual contract. The probability of this
happening can be controlled mainly via the parameters α and γ . In the present application
of the model we assume that intermediate deficits in the buffer are allowed and that the
company always covers any possible deficits in the buffer account at expiration.5

As seen from the second term in the max-expression (5), the interest rate applied to the
investors account balance may, however, exceed rG if the buffer (the undistributed reserve)
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is sufficiently large compared to the policy reserve (the distributed reserve). Denoting
γ as the target buffer ratio and α as the distribution ratio (5) makes sense intuitively:
If the actual/observed buffer relative to the policy account balance exceeds the desired
level, γ , of that ratio, the company will attempt to distribute a fraction, α, of the surplus.
To make this perfectly clear, observe that when the buffer is sufficiently large, i.e. when
rG < α( B(t−1)

P(t−1)
− γ ), we can write

P(t) = P(t − 1)

(
1 + α

(
B(t − 1)

P(t − 1)
− γ

))
= P(t − 1) + α(B(t − 1) − γP(t − 1))

= P(t − 1) + α(B(t − 1) − B∗(t − 1)), (6)

where B∗(t − 1) ≡ γP(t − 1) denotes the optimal buffer at time t − 1. From expression (6)
it is immediate that a fixed fraction of the excessive buffer is distributed to the investor’s
account given the condition discussed above.

More generally, by combining (1) and (5) we have the following relation between suc-
cessive account balances

P(t) = P(t − 1)

(
1 + max

{
rG, α

(
B(t − 1)

P(t − 1)
− γ

)})

= P(t − 1)

(
1 + rG + max

{
0, α

(
A(t − 1) − P(t − 1)

P(t − 1)
− γ

)
− rG

})
. (7)

There are a number of important observations to be made from (7). First, note that the
guaranteed interest rate implies a floor under the final payment from the contract of PT

Floor ≡
P0 · (1 + rG)T . Hence, there is a risk free bond element built into the contract. Second, it
is observed that there is an interest rate option element to the contract. As discussed above
this option element will generally pay off in situations where favorable returns on the assets
have led to a sufficiently large buffer. In the pension and life insurance industry interest in
excess of promised (guaranteed) returns are commonly labeled as ‘bonus’. Hence, we refer
to this option element as the bonus option.6 Third, it is seen that P(·) is highly dependent on
the path followed by A(t). In other words, there is no easy way of obtaining the probabilistic
distribution of P(T ) from recursive substitution of the P(t)s in relation (1), and hence there
is no simple way of establishing the fair present value, V0, of the future benefit, P(T ), and
we must then resort to numerical methods. This will be the subject of the remaining part of
the paper.

3. Contract types and valuation

We will discuss two versions of the contracts introduced above—the European-style and
the American-style contracts, respectively. The European-style contract is defined as the
contract which pays off simply P(T ) at the expiration date. From the martingale property
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of the discounted value process we can represent the time s value of the contract, V E (s), as

VE (s)

ers
= E Q

{
P(T )

erT

∣∣∣∣ �s

}
, (8)

or alternatively as

VE (s) = E Q
{
e−r(T −s) P(T )

∣∣ �s
}
, ∀s ∈ [0, T ]. (9)

The time s value of the bond element of the contract, D(s), is given as

D(s) = e−r(T −s) · PT
Floor

= e−r(T −s) · P0 · (1 + rG)T , (10)

and the non-negative time s value of the bonus option, (s), is therefore residually deter-
mined as

(s) = V E (s) − D(s). (11)

The American-style contract has an extra feature compared to the European type contract
in that it can be terminated at the investor’s discretion at any point in time, τ , prior to
time T for a benefit of P(τ ).7 This early exercise feature represents an option of separate
non-negative value and it is commonly known as a surrender option in the life insurance
business.8 In this case the contract value at time s ∈ [0, T ] can be represented as

VA(s) = sup
τ∈Ts,T

E Q
{
e−r(τ−s) P(τ ) | �s

}
, (12)

where Ts,T denotes the class of �s-stopping times taking values in [s, T ]. See e.g. Duffie
[1996] or Karatzas [1988] for details on American option valuation.

If we denote the time s value of the surrender option by �(s) we have

�(s) = VA(s) − D(s) − (s), (13)

where VA(s), D(s), and (s) are defined as in (12), (10), and (11).
Unfortunately, due to the path-dependence of P(·) and our lack of knowledge of the

precise distribution of P(·), the expectations in (9) and (12) cannot be evaluated analytically.
As regards the European-style contract, an obvious possibility is to evaluate the expectation
in (9) by Monte Carlo simulation. This was done in Grosen and Jørgensen [2000] and led
to very accurate results. However, as regards the American-style contract and the valuation
of (12), standard Monte Carlo simulation is no longer a possibility.9 Grosen and Jørgensen
[2000] priced the American-style contract by the use of a rather coarse binomial lattice.
They analyzed 20-year contracts in a 20-step lattice which presumably is not very accurate.

In the following we establish an alternative unifying valuation framework in which both
contract types can be accurately handled. We shall develop and implement a finite difference
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scheme in which the path-dependent variable is conveniently treated as a parameter and in
which the valuation of European vs. American-style contracts is merely a matter of ‘flipping
a switch’ in our algorithm. Note also that whereas the simple Monte Carlo approach used
in Grosen and Jørgensen [2000] requires that the exact solution to the GBM process (3) is
known, the finite difference approach developed below will not be specific to this choice of
process for the evolution in the asset base.

4. The numerical valuation approach

As stated in valuation expressions (9) and (12), at any particular point in time, s, the contract
value is contingent on �s , i.e. the state of the world at time s. However, as a consequence
of the structure of the specific contracts we are studying, all relevant information about
the state of the world at time s will be summarized by the triplet (A(t), P(t), A(s)) where
t ∈ ϒ ∪ {0} and t ≤ s < t + 1 ≤ T . This must be true since the process (4) is the sole
generator of uncertainty in this model and since A(t) and P(t) jointly determine the next
value of the account balance, P(t + 1), via relation (5). Hence we can substitute the above
mentioned triplet with the pair (A(s), P(t +1)), which is observed at time s (remember that
t ≤ s < t + 1). The variable P(t + 1) can thus be said to summarize relevant information
about the path followed by A(·) up to time t and the pair (A(s), P(t + 1)) is a sufficient
statistic for the state of the world at time s.

The observations above boil down to the fact that we have a two-state-variable problem
on our hands (not counting ‘time’ as a separate state-variable). We can therefore write the
time s value of the path-dependent contingent claim as

Vs = V (s, A(s), P(t + 1)), t ≤ s < t + 1 ≤ T, t ∈ ϒ ∪ {0}. (14)

At this point we aim at adopting the ‘original’ no arbitrage valuation approach of Black-
Scholes-Merton [Black and Scholes, 1973; Merton, 1973] extended to incorporate an ad-
ditional state-variable. We expect that an application of Itô’s lemma to V along with the
familiar hedging argument of Black-Scholes-Merton can establish a partial differential
equation that must be fulfilled by V . A similar idea is exploited for example by Wilmott,
Howison, and Dewynne [1995], who study path-dependent derivative contracts (such as
various types of Asian options) where the second state-variable, say P , is a time integral
of the first state-variable, A. This is an obvious parallel to our situation. Wilmott, Howison,
and Dewynne [1995] show that their valuation functions must satisfy

∂V

∂t
+ f (A, t)

∂V

∂P
+ 1

2
σ 2 A2 ∂2V

∂ A2
+ rA

∂V

∂A
− rV = 0, (15)

where f (A, t) denotes the drift of the P-process. This equation must be solved subject to
contract specific boundary conditions.

A representation of the solution to the valuation problem such as (15) may provide
important insight but there is still a long way to obtaining actual prices. It is unlikely that
an analytical solution to (15) can be established and since it is a partial differential equation
in three variables, numerical solution will also be a formidable task.
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Fortunately the structure of the particular problem studied in this paper allows for consid-
erable simplification. Recall namely that P(·) is updated only discretely and consequently
that it does not change outside the set of time points, ϒ . Between these ‘sampling dates’ the
contract value will change only as a result of changes in time, s, and the state variable, A(s),
and the problematic equation (15) simplifies to the usual Black-Scholes partial differential
equation

∂V

∂s
+ 1

2
σ 2 A2 ∂2V

∂A2
+ rA

∂V

∂A
− rV = 0, s ∈]0, T ]\ϒ. (16)

This is an important observation since numerical solution of a partial differential equation
such as (16) is significantly less involved than numerical solution of the three-dimensional
equation (15). We note that for the European-style claim we have the single terminal con-
dition

VT = P(T ), (17)

whereas for the American-style contract we add the condition

Vs ≥ P(s), 0 ≤ s < T, (18)

which reflects the fact that with this kind of contract the account balance is always available
on demand. Note that since the value of P(t + 1) is determined at time t , it will never
be optimal to exercise the contract between two updates of rP(·). Exercising the contract
at e.g. time s, t < s < t + 1, will result in a loss of interest amounting to (er(s−t) −
1)P(t) > 0, compared to exercising at time t . Hence we only need to check if Vt ≥ Pt for t
in ϒ ∪ {0}.

We move on to consider what happens at the sampling dates t ∈ ϒ . Along the lines
of Wilmott, Howison, and Dewynne [1995] we first argue that as a consequence of the
absence of arbitrage the contract value cannot change discontinuously across the sampling
date. This is not to say that the function cannot jump for fixed A and P as s varies, but that
any joint realization of (s, As, Ps) will necessarily change V in a continuous manner. The
importance of this argument is that we can connect contract values just before (t−) and just
after (t+) sampling date t by the following continuity condition. We have

Vt− = Vt+

�
V (t−, A(t−), P(t)) = V (t+, A(t+), P(t + 1))

�
V (t, A(t), P(t)) = V (t, A(t), P(t + 1)). (19)

Equation (19) is the continuity or no-jump condition that must be applied at any sampling
date t ∈ ϒ . With this established we can provide the following brief overview of the practical
valuation approach:
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1. Start at time T and apply the terminal condition, (17), on a suitable grid in (A, P)-space.
2. For every value of P , solve the Black-Scholes partial differential equation, (16), via a

finite difference scheme applied to the corresponding vector of contract values. This first
step will determine V(T −1)+ everywhere in the grid.

3. Apply the no-jump condition to obtain V(T −1)− everywhere in the grid.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 to obtain Vt− from V(t+1)− everywhere in the grid working backwards

from t = T − 1 to t = 0.

4.1. Discretization analysis and the finite difference method

The algorithm described above constitutes merely a rough sketch for a numerical evalu-
ation of the contracts. As always one must be careful with the detailed implementation
of the individual steps. A number of questions arise, for example, regarding the choice of
the mesh size of the grid in (A, P)-space, which finite difference scheme to use, how to
impose boundary conditions, how to implement the no-jump condition etc. In the following
we provide a fairly detailed description of our implementation of the valuation algorithm
outlined above.

As discussed earlier and formalized in (14), the contract value, V , is a function of three
variables, s, A, and P , and we must therefore discretize this value function in three dimen-
sions. We use �s to denote the step length between two updates of V in the time dimension.
Similarly, �A and �P denote the step size between grid points in the A- and P-dimensions
respectively.

Since neither A nor P can become negative, the relevant range of the three state-variables
is taken to be

(s, A, P) ∈ � ≡ ([0, T ] × [0, Ā] × [0, P̄]),

where Ā and P̄ are large constants such that realizations of the state-variables outside �

occur with negligible probability.10 Furthermore, in order to simplify the construction of
the grid on �, in choosing the various parameters, we make sure that I ≡ Ā

�A , J ≡ P̄
�P , and

K ≡ 1
�s are all positive integers. In this way I is of course the number of equally spaced

steps in the A-direction, J is the number of steps in the P-direction, and K is the number
of steps per year in the time dimension.

Now, since the partial differential equation (16) needs to be solved between any two
successive years, t − 1 and t , t ∈ ϒ , before the no-jump condition is applied cf. earlier, we
introduce the following notation for the value of the contract, V , at a grid point

V i, j
t,k ≡ V ((t + 1) − k�s, i�A, j�P),

where t ∈ {0, . . . , T − 1}, 0 ≤ k ≤ K , 0 ≤ i ≤ I , and 0 ≤ j ≤ J .
Having thus introduced the necessary notation we are ready to consider the approximation

of the partial differential equation (16) by some finite difference scheme. The usual first
choice of the financial analyst would be the Crank-Nicolson method, which supposedly has
good convergence properties, see e.g. Duffie [1996]. However, our experience with applying
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this method to the valuation problem considered in this paper has not been convincing and
we have seen some highly unstable results.

We consequently shifted our attention to the fully implicit method [see e.g. Brennan and
Schwartz, 1978; Hull, 1997; Wilmott, Howison, and Dewynne, 1995], with which we expe-
rienced no convergence problems and obtained stable results for even “very dis-continuous”
intermediate conditions, V(t+1)− . Using the fully implicit method and the notation described
above the discretized version of (16) takes the following form

V i, j
t,k − V i, j

t,k+1

�s
+ 1

2
σ 2(i�A)2

(
V i+1, j

t,k+1 − 2V i, j
t,k+1 + V i−1, j

t,k+1

�A2

)

+ r(i�A)

(
V i+1, j

t,k+1 − V i−1, j
t,k+1

2�A

)
− r V i, j

t,k+1 = 0,

which can be further simplified to the following implicit relation

Ei V i−1, j
t,k+1 + Hi V i, j

t,k+1 + Gi V i+1, j
t,k+1 = V i, j

t,k , (20)

where

Ei = r(i�A)

2

�s

�A
− σ 2(i�A)2

2

�s

(�A)2
,

Hi = 1 + r�s + σ 2(i�A)2 �s

(�A)2
,

Gi = −r(i�A)

2

�s

�A
− σ 2(i�A)2

2

�s

(�A)2
.

In order to solve this finite difference scheme two boundary conditions must be imposed.
These are established as follows. At the boundary A = 0 (i.e. i = 0) Equation (16) simplifies
considerably and becomes merely

∂V

∂s
− rV = 0.

The corresponding finite difference relation can be written as

V 0, j
t,k+1 = (1 − r�s)V 0, j

t,k . (21)

On the other boundary, i.e. for A = Ā or equivalently i = I , we use the fact that the value
of the contract is approximately linear, i.e.

∂2V

∂ A2
= 0 for A → ∞. (22)
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Again, rewriting (22) using finite differences yields the relation

V I, j
t,k+1 = 2V I−1, j

t,k+1 − V I−2, j
t,k+1 . (23)

Combining now (20), (21) and (22) results in the following convenient matrix representation
of the problem




H 1 G1 0 · · · · · · 0

E2 H 2 G2 0
...

0 E3 H 3 G3 . . .
...

...
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . . 0
... 0 E I−2 H I−2 G I−2

0 · · · · · · 0 (E I−1 − G I−1) (H I−1 + 2G I−1)







V 1, j
t,k+1

V 2, j
t,k+1

...

V I−1, j
t,k+1




=




V 1, j
t,k − E1(1 − r�s)V 0, j

t,k

V 2, j
t,k

...

V I−1, j
t,k




. (24)

Note that in order to solve the Eq. system (24), inversion of the left-hand side matrix
is not required due to its special tri-diagonal form. Instead we can use the special, effi-
cient procedures which take this tri-diagonal form into account and which are described in
e.g. Press et al. [1989]. Note furthermore that once the values V 1, j

t,k+1, . . . , V I−1, j
t,k+1 have

been calculated using (24) and once the values V 0, j
t,k+1 and V I, j

t,k+1 have been obtained
by using (21) and (23), there is no need to keep track of the numbers V 0, j

t,k , . . . , V I, j
t,k

and they can be discarded. This obviously reduces the computer storage requirements
significantly.

We finally consider the implementation of the no-jump condition, (19). To understand
how this can be done, suppose the finite difference method has produced values V i, j

t,K , ∀i, j ,
which correspond to the finite computer representation of Vt+ . Since the finite computer
representation of Vt−corresponds to the values V i, j

t−1,0, we simply need to code the relation-
ship between V i, j

t,K and V i, j
t−1,0 according to the no-jump condition, (19). This is done in the

following way:
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1. For each i and j in the grid compute

j̃ ≡ j�P + max{( j�P) · rG, α((i�A − j�P) − ( j�P)γ )}
�P

= j + max

{
j · rG, α

((
i
�A

�P
− j

)
− jγ

)}
.

Denote the integer part of j̃ as j .
2. If j + 1 ≤ J , compute V i, j

t−1,0 by using the linear interpolation

V i, j
t−1,0 = (1 − ( j̃ − j))V

i, j
t,K + ( j̃ − j)V

i, j+1
t,K . (25)

3. If j + 1 > J and hence lies outside the grid then (25) cannot be used. Instead, since for
large values of P the contract value, V , is approximately linear in P , we can apply the
linear extrapolation

V i, j
t−1,0 = V i,J

t,K + ( j̃ − J ) · V i,J
t,K − V i,J−1

t,K

�P
. (26)

The typical situation where j + 1 ≤ J is illustrated graphically in Exhibit 2 below.

Exhibit 2

The implementation of the no-jump condition outlined above will perform the transfor-
mation of Vt+ to Vt− , and the finite difference scheme can be iterated for another year. This
concludes the discussion of the discretization analysis and the finite difference scheme.
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5. Numerical results—mortality ignored

In this section we provide—mainly in graphical form—a variety of numerical results from
the implementation of our finite difference algorithm to the pure contingent claim valuation
problem, i.e. without considering mortality. We choose model parameters from a set of
realistic values and analyze how changes herein affect the value of the contracts and their
implicit elements, i.e. the bond element, the bonus option, and the possible surrender option.

As explained in the previous section, there are also a number of technical constants to be
specified before running the algorithm. We shall not dwell on the considerations made in
this respect but merely note that a large number of experiments have resulted in the values
shown in Table 1 being used globally in the implementations.11

To support the claim that the numerical procedure is indeed efficient, i.e. reasonably
fast and accurate, we offer Table 2 which for a particular American type contract provides
evidence on the CPU time and convergence property of the implementation.12 As can be
seen we have fixed the annual time steps, K , at 100. The gain in accuracy from further
increasing K is neglegible. We have then varied I and J and the effect on contract value,
relative error, and computation time can be studied in the table. The last value of the table
was used as benchmark in the calculation of relative error. As expected, it is observed
that a finer grid yields more precise results at the cost of increased computation time. The
convergence pattern in Table 2 is representative for all the contracts we have studied.

Our remaining numerical results are presented in three different sets of figures (figure
1(a)–(h), figure 2(a)–(d) and figure 3(a)–(h)). Throughout the figures we have indexed the
initial value of the asset base and the policy reserve at 100, i.e. A0 = P0 = 100.

Table 1. Technical constants.

cf. Section 4.1

Ā 1000

P̄ 2000

I 800

J 200

K 100

Table 2. Convergence and computation time. A0 = P0 = 100, r = 5%, rG = 4%, T = 20 years
α = 0.3, γ = 0.1, σ = 15%, K = 100.

(I, J )

(100, 100) (200, 200) (400, 400) (800, 800) (1600, 1600)

Contract value 113.45 111.96 111.36 111.30 111.28

Relative error 1.95% 0.62% 0.08% 0.02% 0.00%

CPU time (sec.) 11 48 202 828 3858
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1(a–h). These figures illustrate the effects of varying the time to maturity, T , of the contracts. The
general picture is that the value of the option elements increases as the time to maturity increases. More specif-
ically, by comparing figure 1(a) and (c) with figures 1(b) and (d), the effect of changing the guaranteed interest
rate, rG , can be studied. With the present choice of parameters, the guaranteed interest rate is raised from be-
ing smaller than the market interest rate, r , to being larger than r . In a sense this means that the interest rate
guarantee has moved from being out-of-the-money to being in-the-money, and consequently the figures show
quite different pictures. Note in particular that in the case where rG > r (the interest rate guarantee is in-the-
money), the surrender option has virtually no value (i.e. the option to terminate the contract prematurely is
unattractive). Similarly, the bonus option has dropped in value and the contract value mainly consists of the bond
element.

(Continued on next page.)
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(c)

(d)

Figure 1(a–h). (Continued ).
(Continued on next page.)

In all figures, a triangle (�) marks the value of the bond element of the contract, a
diamond (�) marks the value of the European contract, and a square (�) marks the value
of the American contract. Generally, the figures confirm that the American type of contract
is always at least as valuable as the otherwise equivalent European contract, which is again
more valuable than the simple bond element implied by the guarantee. Of course, the vertical
difference between a diamond and a triangle in any figure represents the value of the bonus
option and similarly, the vertical difference between a square and a diamond in a figure
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(e)

(f)

Figure 1(a–h). (Continued).
(Continued on next page.)

corresponds to the value of the surrender option of the contract. The figures are otherwise
intended to be self-explanatory as regards parameters and variables. Below we offer a brief
discussion of each of the three sets of figures:

The effect of raising rG can also be studied via a comparison of figure 1(e) and (g) with
figure 1(f) and (h). However, this time rG is not allowed to rise above the market interest rate.
In the more exotic terminology, this means that the interest rate guarantee remains slightly
out-of-the-money and less dramatic effects from the change in rG are therefore observed.
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(g)

(h)

Figure 1(a–h). (Continued).

Note again, however, that the values of the option elements decrease with the narrowing of
the spread between r and rG . As regards the American type contracts, figure 1(e) and (g)
lead us to conclude that the combination of contract terms and market conditions can be
such that the optimal strategy is to exercise the contract immediately.

Comparing figure 1(a) and (b) with figure 1(c) and (d) we see the effect of changing the
distribution ratio, α. As expected, there is a positive relation between α and the contract
values although the effect of marginal changes in α is negligible for short maturities. More
interestingly, note that a substitution effect from the surrender option to the bonus option
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2(a–d). The effect on contract values of varying the risk free interest rate, r , can be studied using these
figures. The general message is that a larger interest rate implies larger values of the bonus and surrender options
whereas the value of the bond element declines. It can also be seen that there is always a critical interest rate above
which American contracts should be immediately exercised. This, of course, reflects the fact that at sufficiently
high market interest rates the funds are better invested in riskless bonds (the interest guarantee is deep out-of-the-
money).

(Continued on next page.)

seemingly exists when α is increased (compare figure 1(a) and (c)), but that the rise in the
value of the bonus option more than outweighs the decline in the value of the surrender
option.
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(c)

(d)

Figure 2(a–d). (Continued).

If figure 1(e)–(f ) are compared with figure 1(g)–(h) the effect of raising the target buffer
ratio, γ can be studied. For the present choice of parameters the effect is marginal. However,
for large maturities a small decrease in the contract values due to a decline in the bonus
option value is observed. A special situation arises in figure 1(f) where opposite effects in the
bonus option and the bond element make the values of the European contract form a down-
ward hump-shaped curve. The European contract value is thus not always monotonically
increasing/decreasing in the time to maturity.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3(a–h). In this set of figures the contract values are plotted against the level of volatility of the assets. It
should first be observed that the value of the bond element is unaffected by this parameter and that the corresponding
curves are therefore horizontal. A second general observation is that the values of both European and American
contracts rise with the level of volatility. This is as expected since particularly the bonus option pays off only when
the asset value, At , has been sufficiently high during the option’s lifetime and since a larger volatility implies a
larger probability of high asset values during the option’s lifetime. This observation is thus in complete accordance
with standard option pricing results and intuition.

(Continued on next page.)

A direct comparison of figure 2(a) and (b) with figure 2(c) and (d) shows that raising
rG implies smaller values of the bonus and surrender options when r is sufficiently large.
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(c)

(d)

Figure 3(a–h). (Continued).
(Continued on next page.)

Furthermore, it is seen that the value of the bonus option is only significant when r is
larger than rG , which reflects the fact that when the interest rate guarantee is in-the-money
the contract values are dominated by the bond element. Conversely, when the guarantee
is out-of-the-money, the option elements become relatively important. This observation is
also confirmed by a direct comparison of figure 1(a) and (c) with figure 1(b) and (d) as
described above.
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(e)

(f)

Figure 3(a–h). (Continued).
(Continued on next page.)

An increase in T yields a larger bonus option value whereas the surrender option remains
largely unaffected for large values of r as can be seen by comparing figure 2(a) and (c) with
figure 2(b) and (d).

Another intriguing observation is that σ = 0 is not sufficient to make the values of the op-
tion elements equal zero! The reason for this is that when r < rG (and B0 = 0 as everywhere
in the figures) and σ = 0, the issuing company will clearly never be able to build reserves
for bonus payments and the contracts are in effect above par riskless bonds. Conversely,
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(g)

(h)

Figure 3(a–h). (Continued).

when rG < r (or even rG � r ) and σ = 0, the company will surely be able to build bonus
reserves and from some deterministic point in time and onwards be forced to distribute part
of this in the form of bonus. Hence, when T is sufficiently large, rG < r , and σ = 0, the
value of the bonus option will be strictly positive.

A more specific comparison of figure 3(a)–(d) with figure 3(e)–(h) reveals the effect of
increasing the risk free interest rate, r . Generally this leads to larger bonus and surrender
option values.
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A comparison of figure 3(a) and (b) with figure 3(c) and (d) (or figure 3(e) and (f) with
figure 3(g) and (h)) shows the effects of increasing rG . The most striking effect is the
decrease in the value of the surrender option. In fact, the surrender option has effectively
vanished in 3(c) and (d).

Figure 3(a) and (c) compared with figure 3(b) and (d) (or figure 3(e) and (g) compared
with figure 3(f) and (h) show the effects of increasing the time to maturity. As expected,
both the bonus and the surrender option values increase. Note finally how the value of the
bond element also changes in the expected direction as a consequence of the change in time
to maturity.

6. Mortality risk

So far we have assumed that the contract expired on a known date. We relax that assump-
tion in this section and demonstrate how to extend the model to take mortality risk into
account.

The essence of mortality risk is, of course, that it implies uncertainty as to the expira-
tion of the individual contracts. Under some circumstances this can be an insurmountable
obstacle for theoretical pricing but in the present context, such a complication can be fairly
easily handled. Two new assumptions are required, however. First, we assume that financial
risk and mortality risk are uncorrelated. This is a common and very reasonable assump-
tion. Second, we follow standard actuarial practice by assuming that mortality risk can
be eliminated by writing a sufficently large number of contracts. The implication of these
assumptions is that contracts issued to persons of a given age can be priced as a probability
weighted average of values of pure financial contracts spanning all feasible expiration dates
with the weighting probabilities derived from the relevant mortality tables.13

Formally, let xπi , i = 1, . . . , Tmax denote the probability that a policyholder of age
x (and who is alive at time zero, i.e. the valuation date) will die during year i . We let
x pj ≡ (1 − ∑ j

i=1 xπi ) denote the probability that a person aged x will survive year j .
Equipped with this additional notation we can state the fair prices of two common types

of life insurance contracts. The single premium term insurance (TI) expires and pays out
the lump sum death benefit upon the insured’s death within a certain period ending T̄ years
(the term of the contract) from now. Assuming for convenience that the death benefit is paid
at the end of the year of death, the fair value of contracts for individuals aged x is

V TI
x (T̄ ) =

T̄∑
i=1

xπi · V (i), (27)

where V (i) is the value of the pure financial contract with the known maturity date i as
studied earlier in the paper.

Another common type of contract is the pure endowment (PE) contract which pays a
maturity benefit if the insured survives a certain period ending T̄ from now. The value of
this contract is

V PE
x (T̄ ) = V (T̄ ) · x pT̄ . (28)
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As can be seen from the generalized valuation expressions (27) and (28), the pricing of
the financial and the actuarial sides of the contracts has effectively been separated out.
The analysis in the previous sections of the paper has provided a tool for establishing the
value of the financial elements (the V (i)’s) and we now see that what remains is merely the
incorporation of probabilities from relevant mortality tables.

We conclude this section with a few numerical examples which illustrate some results
from the implementation of the extended valuation formulas of this section. In order to
evaluate formulas (27) and (28) we have taken the U.S. Commissioners 1980 Standard
Ordinary Table of Mortality (1980 CSO Table) for males from Black and Skipper [2000]
and compiled associated xπi ’s and x p j ’s for males aged {20, 30, 40, 50, 60}. These are used
together with values of the pure financial contract, V (i), for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 20} to construct
Table 3 where the effects of entry age and the contract term on the value of the individual
contract can be studied for some representative values of the other model parameters.

Owing to space considerations we report only values for the European type contract
where the policyholder cannot surrender the policy prematurely, but we provide values
for the pure financial contract 1st panel, the term insurance 2nd panel, and for the pure
endowment contract 3rd panel. The contracts all have a nominal value of 100 and the buffer
is initiated at zero.

Table 3. Single premium European type contract values (A0 = P0 = 100, r = 5%, rG =
4%, α = 0.2, γ = 0.1, σ = 10%).

Time to expiration, T (in years)

5 10 15 20

The pure financial contract, V (T )

95.382 93.298 92.460 92.101

Term of contract, T (in years)
Age of
policyholder at entry, x 5 10 15 20

Term insurance contract, V TI
x (T )

20 0.907 1.707 2.546 3.628

30 0.894 2.016 3.632 5.977

40 1.725 4.166 7.676 12.861

50 3.837 9.360 17.162 28.018

60 9.045 21.310 37.083 55.613

Pure endowment contract, V PE
x (T )

20 94.490 91.632 89.972 88.542

30 94.503 91.323 88.892 86.204

40 93.684 89.212 84.910 79.402

50 91.604 84.117 75.581 64.445

60 86.479 72.408 56.029 37.305
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The pure financial contract values are seen to be a little below par and to decrease slightly
in T since the guaranteed interest rate is smaller than the risk free rate (implying that the
bond element decreases in T ) and since the bonus option value is only moderate due to
moderate values of α and σ .

Term insurance, which pays off upon death prior to time T̄ , is generally seen to be
more costly as the age at entry rises and as the term of the contract increases. However,
an exception is seen for the shortest contract of 5 years to maturity. Here 20-year-olds
would have to pay slightly more than 30-year-olds for the same contract due to their higher
probability of dying early. In any case these young policyholders are very unlikely to die
before maturity and this is reflected in values below $1 for a nominal $100 contract. On the
other hand it is obvious that for a 60-year-old a term insurance with 20 years to maturity is
rather pricy. In this case a policyholder must pay about $56 for a nominal $100 contract.

For pure endowment contracts the general picture is also as expected. This is basically
survival insurance so if a policyholder is very young and he wishes to buy a short term
contract it is highly likely that he will collect the benefit and the contract is only slightly
cheaper than the otherwise identical pure financial contract. The contract values now de-
crease both with entry age and in T̄ since both variables decrease the probability of surviving
the contract period. The only exception to this general rule again appears around the short
5-year contract for the accident-prone 20-year-olds.

7. Conclusions

In the present paper we have presented a dynamic model for use in the valuation of the
common family of life insurance products known as participating policies. While the basic
structure of the model was rather simple, it turned out that the attempt to model the interest
rate crediting mechanism in a realistic manner induced a degree of complexity in the model
in the form of path-dependent contract benefits which precluded the derivation of explicit
valuation formulas. However, we were able to ‘control’ the path-dependence via the intro-
duction of a separate state variable, and this observation allowed us to develop a particularly
convenient finite difference scheme for fast and accurate evaluation of the contracts. A sepa-
rate section established how to take mortality risk into account by combining the output
from this finite difference algorithm with information from standard mortality tables.

It was shown that the financial contract element can be decomposed into a riskless bond,
a bonus option, and, if early exercise is allowed, a surrender option. The numerical pricing
algorithm developed was able to calculate the value of each of these contract elements
separately. This again allowed some interesting conclusions to be drawn from the pricing
examples in the numerical section of the paper. Some of the main findings were that values
of the participating policies can be highly sensitive to changes in the time to maturity,
changes in the spread between the guaranteed interest rate and the market interest rate,
and to changes in the investment policy (volatility). In practice, particular attention should
be paid to the option elements of these contracts. They can become quite valuable and can
quickly jeopardize the solvency of the issuer, for example in situations where bonus reserves
are low and promised returns are high.
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Notes

1. In participating contracts interest is generally credited to the policy account balance according to some
smoothing surplus distribution mechanism, cf. also later.

2. Although it can be argued that the financial guarantee and the participation mechanism that come with these
contracts are also attractive insurance elements from the point of view of potential buyers.

3. This is an essential assumption for our later application of contingent claim pricing techniques to the policy-
holder’s claim.

4. The reader will have noted that we make use of both discretely and continuously compounded interest rates.
The policy and guaranteed interest rates are modeled as discrete rates motivated by how these rates are quoted
in practice. The risk free rate is modeled as a continuous rate for ease of notation in our later analysis. We
emphasize that this mix does not involve any inconsistencies and that if we were to use continuous rates
throughout it would merely involve replacing (1) by P(t) = P(t − 1) · erP

(t)
, and (5) by

rP (t) = max

{
rG , ln

(
1 + α

(
B(t − 1)

P(t − 1)
− γ

))}
.

5. This assumption can be relaxed in several ways. For example, one could assume that the contract defaults the
first time the buffer becomes negative, or when it falls below a certain acceptable threshold level, defined for
example by regulatory authorities.

6. Accordingly, B(·) is often also referred to as the bonus reserve.
7. Generally, τ can be any date including the off sampling dates for the American-style contract. However, it

can be shown that the only relevant exercise dates are in fact the sampling dates, i.e. τ ∈ ϒ ∪ {0}, cf. also
later.

8. For more on surrender options see for example Albizzati and Geman [1994] and Grosen and Jørgensen [1997].
9. There is, however, recent progress in the area of valuing American-style derivatives by simulation. See e.g.

Longstaff and Schwartz [1998].
10. In the numerical examples considered in Section 5 we have set Ā = 1000 and P̄ = 2000.
11. Setting Ā and P̄ involves a trade-off between covering as much probability mass as possible and avoiding to

enlarge the solution region unnecessarily and increase computation time. In the neighborhood of the values
we have chosen for our examples (refer to Table 1) our valuation results are insensitive to changes in Ā and
P̄ . As regards the step numbers I , J , and K it turns out that it is relatively more important to operate with a
fine grid in the A-dimension (i.e. to have a relatively large value of I ) . This is also very intuitive as A is the
uncertainty generating factor in the model and the main variable in our basic partial differential equation (16).

12. The finite difference scheme was coded in C++ and run on a 1000 MHz/128 Mb Ram PC. A complete
calculation for a contract with 20 years to maturity and technical constants as in Table 1 took about 200
seconds on average.

13. The reader is referred to e.g. Ekern and Persson [1996] for a detailed discussion of the theoretical foundation
for this result.
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